Using in situ simulation to improve care of the acutely ill patient by enhancing interprofessional working: a qualitative proof of concept study in primary care in England
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ABSTRACT

Objective Acutely unwell patients in the primary care setting are uncommon, but their successful management requires involvement from staff (clinical and non-clinical) working as a cohesive team. Despite the advantages of interprofessional education being well documented, there is little research evidence of this within primary care. Enhancing interprofessional working could ultimately improve care of the acutely ill patient. This proof of concept study aimed to develop an in situ simulation of a medical emergency to use within primary care, and assess its acceptability and utility through participants’ reported experiences.


Methods The intervention of an in situ simulation scenario of a cardiac arrest was developed by the research team. For the evaluation, staff participated in individual qualitative semistructured interviews following the in situ simulation: these focused on their experiences of participating, with particular attention on interdisciplinary training and potential future developments of the in situ simulation.

Results The in situ simulation was appropriate for use within the participating General Practices. Qualitative thematic analysis of the interviews identified four themes: (1) apprehension and (un)willing participation, (2) reflection on the simulation design, (3) experiences of the scenario and (4) training.

Conclusions This study suggests in situ simulation can be an acceptable approach for interdisciplinary team training within primary care, being well-received by practices and staff. This contributes to a fuller understanding of how in situ simulation can benefit both workforce and patients. Future research is needed to further refine the in situ simulation training session.

Strengths and limitations of this study

► This is a novel approach to exploring the use of in situ simulation within the primary care setting.
► The qualitative approach is appropriate for exploring participants’ experiences and perceptions—multiple coders during analysis strengthened the rigour of the study.
► All centres were research-active, accessed through existing relationships with the research team. It is possible these centres were particularly confident in their ability and therefore willing to participate.
► As participation in the simulation was not compulsory, we do not know how individuals who did not participate would have experienced the event: therefore, care should be taken in generalising findings beyond this first proof of concept study.

BACKGROUND

Medical emergencies within primary care are rare, a number largely unknown. One study found 6% of all out of hospital cardiac arrests (OHCAs) were in primary care, viewing this as a significant number and suggesting primary care providers have an important role in managing OHCA.1 Their management requires good teamwork, communication and effective use of available resources by the whole primary care team2 and there has been a growing interest in the application of simulation-based training to non-clinicians and the organisation as a whole.3

There is little published data on the acceptability or impact of multidisciplinary simulation-based medical emergencies training in general practice, most training being aimed specifically at clinicians. Training provides the opportunity to practise a variety of skills in a consequence-free environment, and team training enhances its effectiveness.4 Simulation allows for the practice of skills needed in emergency situations without relying on clinical opportunity5 and can reinforce
psychomotor and critical decision-making skills, as well as training the management of complex medical situations. Previous research using simulation-based medical emergencies training showed an improvement in general practitioners’ (GPs’) reported management and confidence in responding to an emergency, and a positive impact on both from non-clinical staff. Simulation-based medical emergency training has also allowed non-clinicians to gain experience and appreciation for the demands of patient care, emphasised the importance of defining team structures and processes, and provided participants with the opportunity to develop non-technical skills such as effective teamwork and communication. Simulated exercises have the potential to allow individuals to practise the management of emergencies within a team setting, and also allows team to analyse and adapt their own performance.

In an interdisciplinary team, members work closely together and communicate frequently, organised around a common set of problems. In recent years healthcare workers have been encouraged to move away from ‘silo’ roles towards an environment which is more interprofessional in order to improve patient care. While there are bodies of literature on interprofessional education and medical simulation, there is a paucity of literature which links the two. With minimal opportunities for health professionals to interact and engage in multiprofessional scenarios prior to real-life experience, it is important that the opportunities provided are seen as beneficial to all the participants. In situ simulation has been used to develop individual and team learning across clinical and non-clinical areas: bringing portable equipment to the actual clinical environment allows simulation training to be delivered to teams who may not benefit from the educational tool otherwise. The use of a high-fidelity patient simulator in conjunction with a well-designed scenario enables near-perfect realism and is appropriate for use as a continuous professional development activity.

This proof of concept project aimed to develop an in situ simulation scenario of a medical emergency and explore the views of clinical and non-clinical staff as to whether it is feasible and beneficial to use as an interprofessional training format within primary care.

METHOD
A qualitative evaluation of an in situ simulation intervention exercise was designed to explore and understand the views of primary care staff as to their experiences of using simulation to deliver interdisciplinary training, focusing on appropriateness and acceptability.

SETTING
Four research-active general practice centres within Health Education England Kent, Surrey and Sussex (HEEKSS), known to the research team, were approached regarding participation. Each was visited by AH to answer questions and ensure the space available was appropriate for the simulation. One centre withdrew before filming; the remaining three participated between May and August 2018. The practice managers and senior GPs from each centre were responsible for recruiting staff members willing to participate. Centres were recompensed £500, an amount set by the research funder (HEEKSS) to cover costs incurred from participation (such as ensuring additional staff were on duty to allow for the centre to remain open throughout the simulation).

INTERVENTION
A simulation of a medical emergency was designed by the research team and further developed in collaboration with the actors. SB, lead for simulation education and MK, a GP and Simulation Lead for Post Graduate Medical Education at HEEKSS, developed the clinical outline of a cardiac arrest scenario which would occur in the waiting room of the GP centre. The character Mr Hughes would collapse, witnessed by his ‘wife’. A third actor would play a patient who would become increasingly annoyed at the perceived inconvenience. During rehearsals with the wider research team and the actors the clinical skeleton underwent elaboration to include a greater medical history for the characters involved, to pre-empt questions which could be asked by the research participants. In order to maximise realism, human interaction and real world benefit, the simulation used actors and the centres’ own emergency equipment. In the finalised scenario, the actor playing Mr Hughes would collapse in the waiting room, ensuring he was close to a dividing screen: this would be immediately moved by a member of the research team to reveal a high-fidelity mannequin (Laerdal ©) dressed in identical clothing to allow participants to use chest compressions and their defibrillator. The actor would move out of the way and later became the emergency call handler when a member of staff “phoned” 999 using the handset provided.

Cameras were positioned in the waiting room to capture the simulation: the research team remained in the waiting room and could view the simulation via a laptop and were able to tag the recording to capture significant moments, important for the subsequent debrief. SB and MK had laminated sheets containing clinical information about Mr Hughes (such as his blood pressure) which would be provided to participants when required. This film was used in the postsimulation debrief, which occurred in a separate private room, with all participants to reinforce the learning objectives and critique performance in an objective atmosphere. Participants were reminded that the training was not an individual assessment. During the simulation, all members of staff who had consented to participate in the research had an active role—no one had the role of observer.

The simulation ran for approximately 20 min followed by a short break and a debriefing session of approximately 45 min, using ‘the diamond’ debriefing method as open throughout the simulation.
a guide for structure.\textsuperscript{18} Face-to-face interviews occurred within a fortnight, depending on participant availability, and were audio-recorded.

\textbf{Patient and public involvement}

Patients and the public were not involved in the design or planning of the study.

\textbf{Evaluation}

Each participant consented to a semistructured face-to-face interview (see online supplementary appendix 1) with AH, an experienced qualitative researcher. Interviews were transcribed verbatim and analysed using inductive thematic analysis.\textsuperscript{19}

AH read each transcript and coded line by line, using NVivo to manage the dataset. Codes and theme/subtheme definitions were iteratively developed by AH and SB. Data saturation was achieved, and the coding manual fitted all of the data.

All staff members gave informed consent to participate in the simulation, debrief, and interview. While on site, care was taken to ensure members of the public were aware it was a training session and that the ‘patients’ involved were actors: signs were put in entrances, and on doors and walls in corridors and waiting areas, reception staff informed patients as they checked in for their appointments, and members of the research team were available to answer any questions in the hope that members of the public were shielded from any distress.

The cameras used for filming the scenario were positioned in such a way that they only captured a small section of the waiting room and not members of the public.

\begin{table}
\centering
\caption{Participant characteristics (grouped data)}
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|}
\hline
Role & Female participants & Male participants \\
\hline
General practitioner & 6 & 4 \\
Nurses and healthcare assistants & 5 (1 unable to be interviewed) & 1 \\
Non-clinical roles (eg, general practice manager, receptionist, administration) & 11 (1 unable to be interviewed) & 0 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textbf{RESULTS}

Each centre had nine staff members volunteer to participate in the simulation: two participants were unable to be interviewed during to lack of availability. Table 1 shows the total number of clinical and non-clinical staff members who participated.

Thematic analysis identified four themes relating to the participants’ involvement in the simulation. The themes and subthemes are shown in table 2. Illustrative quotations are provided.

\textbf{Apprehension and (un)willing participation}

All three centres reported limited exposure to simulation as a pedagogic approach; only junior clinicians had experienced simulation as part of their hospital training. Participants knew they would be involved in a simulation but had no further details as to the content of the scenario in advance.

\textbf{Apprehension prior to event}

Both clinical and non-clinical participants expressed anxiety felt prior to participating, both on an individual level and for the staff as a whole. Participants did not know what medical emergency the simulation would involve and this ‘fear of the unknown’ was off-putting to some. Anxiety was also due to being aware the simulation would be filmed and shown to the group.

I think it’s because we were being videoed, if we weren’t being videoed and I think that’s a personal thing rather than or being worried professionally, if this was sort of just another BLS [basic life support] type simulation we do that annually, I wouldn’t have...

\begin{table}
\centering
\caption{Themes and subthemes}
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|}
\hline
Theme & Subtheme & Additional subthemes (where applicable) \\
\hline
1. Apprehension and (un)willing participation & 1.1 Apprehension prior to event & 1.1.1 Fear of the unknown \\
 & 1.2 Fear of assessment & 1.1.2 Concerns about filming \\
 & 1.3 (Un)willing to participate & \\
\hline
2. Reflection on the simulation design & 2.1 Simulated patients & \\
 & 2.2 In situ simulation elements & \\
 & 2.3 The transferability of knowledge & \\
\hline
3. Experiences of the scenario & 3.1 Clinical aspects & \\
 & 3.2 Non-clinical aspects & \\
\hline
4. Training & 4.1 Clinical and non-clinical staff training together & \\
 & 4.2 Changes postparticipation & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
minded that, because we were being videoed we didn’t quite know what to expect and it was all you know we were told ‘oh they’re on site and they’re setting up’ and there was bit of secrecy around it which sort of increased the stress levels but I think once we were in the situation in the scenario it was fine. (Clinical participant)

Fear of assessment
Concerns that prior to the simulation it felt like a test were expressed by both clinical and non-clinical members of staff. Individuals were wary about how they would be viewed by colleagues and the research team. However, most people who felt this way at the beginning had a different view afterwards.

I think you’d always be nervous if something real happened like that but, as far as it being like a test, which I think we all probably thought, oh gosh, this is like an exam or a test type thing, it wasn’t really. (Non-clinical participant)

(Un)willing to participate
Despite expressing anxiety around participation, most people were enthusiastic, often because of its learning opportunity. Others were less willing, suggesting colleagues who would find it more useful.

I did volunteer. Back in medical school I found they were really helpful. It’s always exhilarating, especially watching it back, but it’s worth it for the learning. (Clinical participant)

Reflection on the simulation design
Simulated patients
The actors were highly praised for their realistic portrayal of patients: they enabled staff to fully participate within the scenario and enhance its psychological fidelity. However, when participants realised who the ‘ill’ actor was, he potentially became less believable. As the specifics of the scenario were unknown to participants beforehand, there was scope for people to be surprised and to demonstrate flexibility.

The element of surprise is good, and the fact that you managed to keep that other actress well away so we didn’t even know that she was, it was really clever […] when someone collapses on the floor we’re not really used to having hysterical relatives and people fighting that doesn’t normally happen so that was, that was good to see that we still managed to handle it as well as we did. (Non-clinical participant)

In situ simulation elements
Participants highlighted the importance of familiarity with their own equipment and being in a simulated emergency which was as realistic as possible (for example, the mannequin being fully dressed). The use of own equipment was valued by all members of staff as a fundamental element for learning. The unique space constraints in each centre provided an additional challenge, but one viewed as beneficial.

I was a bit keen to put the [defibrillator] pads on before the man had his bare chest. But I know that I’ve got to put the plastic pads on, but I was obviously faced with strange things. (Clinical participant)

where difficulties and insight is coming is using your own equipment, knowing where things are knowing the processes, knowing who is, who does what. (Clinical participant)

Transferability of knowledge
Staff noted that the simulation session provided them with a safe environment in which they could practice their skills and identify areas for improvement. For non-clinical staff, simulation showed the importance of a team approach and being able to assist when needed.

I think everybody needs to go through this because it’s a learning curve for even a receptionist, as we keep saying we’re just receptionists, we’re not medically trained but, when push comes to shove, you need to help. (Non-clinical participant)

Experiences of the scenario
Clinical aspects
Many participants felt that the clinical aspects were the most important learning aspects of the training, expressing reassurance that staff were competent in their roles and that equipment was working and used successfully.

Seeing how my colleagues react in a crisis situation, it’s nice to know they do know what they’re doing [laughs]. (Non-clinical participant)

Non-clinical aspects
Teamwork, and the number of people participating, were viewed positively by participants. It was seen as enhancing the fidelity of the simulation and providing a useful learning opportunity.

The fact that we work as a team, I like that, I mean we do quite often hit the green [emergency] button and all sort of do it and that’s so we are used to you know working as a team and each of us having our own job to do when if it happens. So I was pleased that it went so well this time round. (Non-clinical participant)

Training
All three centres identified basic life support training as the only joint ‘clinical’ teaching; however, the sessions were about individual proficiency in the tasks rather than team work.

Clinical and non-clinical staff members training together
Both clinical and non-clinical members of staff felt it was beneficial to have joint training sessions, especially
given the siloed nature of the primary care environment. However, offering trainings for all staff together was felt to not always be practical, in part due to the difficulties in closing the centre.

Changes postparticipation
All centres successfully managed the emergency situation: however, some participants had concerns over familiarity with equipment. The idea of further training, specifically focusing on equipment, was voiced by staff at all three centres, with suggestions as to how this could be addressed, such as additional opportunities for using centre-owned equipment during training sessions. It was expressed that everyone on site should know how to use emergency equipment and that trainings would not need to be time-consuming in order to achieve greater familiarisation with equipment.

I kind of veered towards that everyone should be trained to using the equipment. Because I know that I’d like to help, if I was the only one here or if there were two of us here, I couldn’t leave a person. (Non-clinical participant)

Management of staff was identified as a potential area for improvement. Participants acknowledged this was difficult at certain points during the scenario as people who would normally be involved were not participating/on duty that day. This highlights the need for there to be flexibility in terms of planning for managing an emergency so all staff understand their role. Leadership was highlighted by several participants as a focus for the future.

I think reception staff erm you know often they haven’t had simulation training where you’ve been in involved in something cardiac arrest or something they’ve learned a lot and enjoyed the experience but yeah I think um I think as a practice now we will go away and each of us the nurses will think about it, the receptionist will think about it, the doctors will think about it and then try and make changes where there needs to be changes. (Clinical participant)

There was a concern that non-clinical members of staff did not feel as confident to deal with the emergency as clinical colleagues. While all staff members undergo mandatory BLS trainings, it was suggested that this could be done more frequently in-house.

I think it’s good to encourage not just your clinical staff but your admin staff to do things like this because it is quite out of your comfort zone and yes, I think it is good to just have the knowledge behind you. (Non-clinical participant)

**DISCUSSION**
This unique study has shown proof of concept that in situ simulation could be an acceptable and feasible way of developing interprofessional skills in the primary care workforce and as such have the potential to improve patient care. The simulation showed all participating centres could potentially successfully manage a medical emergency as well as meeting additional patient demands. While many participants, both clinical and non-clinical, were apprehensive beforehand, all found it to be a beneficial training experience and were enthusiastic about its potential benefit to learning. While the in situ set up proved challenging, it increased the perceived fidelity of the simulation. No patients reported any distress either to the research team or centre staff. Overall, participants were reassured that staff displayed competence in their roles and that the centres’ own equipment was used successfully.

**Strengths and limitations**
All centres were research-active, accessed through existing relationships with the research team. It is possible these centres were particularly confident in their ability and therefore willing to participate. Also, all centres were large (15 000+registered patients) and urban: we do not know how smaller, more rural centres would have fared. As participation in the simulation was not compulsory, we do not know how individuals who did not participate would have experienced the event: therefore, care should be taken in generalising findings beyond those that participated. However in each centre there was a good range of different roles included. The qualitative method is appropriate for exploring participants’ experiences and perceptions—multiple coders during analysis strengthened the rigour of the study.

**Comparison with existing literature**
Evidence around the efficacy of in situ simulation is emerging, and existing research is promising, but this is a relatively new area: there is very limited research on investigating the value of high-fidelity simulation within primary care, providing clinicians with the practical skills and confidence to manage emergencies within their surgeries. One project focusing on this led simulation-based workshops covering more commonly encountered medical emergencies and required participants to locate and use their own equipment and medication: the results showed many participants knew how to respond ‘in theory’ but were unable to demonstrate practical aspects quickly and safely. This training is particularly important for time-critical illnesses. Previous research with healthcare assistants showed participants felt simulation-based training had reinforced their clinical knowledge and ability as well as adding to it. Increased confidence following in situ training has been shown to remain at an 8-week follow-up thus indicating this type of training has lasting benefits towards managing the acutely ill patient.

By training clinicians in situ, using their own equipment, centres are able to see how well their space works and also assess human-factor elements. Problems such as clinical staff struggling with equipment are only going
to be identified through actual use, and therefore it is paramount staff develop familiarity with equipment. Established resuscitation courses support individuals in managing emergencies, but a focus on their particular teamwork and communication in their actual day to day role cannot be provided, hence in situ simulation offers an important complement. P

Previous research has identified training as improving performance and it is likely this can be translated into clinical practice. Healthcare professionals are trained predominantly in unprofessional settings, yet have to work collaboratively in the practice environment; they may find they work side by side rather than together as an efficient team. Teams are dynamic and require commitment to work and maintain: there is a need to understand other people’s roles. There is a growing awareness that patient safety in healthcare relies on the ability of individuals to collaborate with other professionals. This simulation allowed participants to view their colleagues in action and learn how they can best support one another. This supports previous findings in which participants were able to highlight their own strengths and weaknesses and be able to continually adapt to others in the team. Team training has been identified as a high priority for the future of simulation.

When comparing teams, there was no consistent difference as to whether teams had been trained in their hospital or in a simulation centre. The advantages of local training are lower cost and no travel time or expenses (from the participants), the inclusion of healthcare assistants, receptionists and porters. All centres made changes to their staff training and equipment following the simulation session. These changes were easily identified, predominantly on increasing staff familiarity with equipment and offering more frequent training sessions than the mandatory BLS updates. Providing more opportunities for clinical and non-clinical members of staff to train together would enhance interprofessional working and reinforce understanding of the others’ roles. Previous research referred to the ‘emotional neutrality’ of GP receptionists which can help to avoid exacerbating negative behaviour from annoyed patients. It is important staff are able to tailor that offering to the needs of individual patients. Receptionists’ work is complex and demanding and effective teamwork among receptionists should be recognised and developed.

A limitation with this study is the lack of comparison to training where clinical and non-clinical members of staff learn with their professional peers rather than the whole centre team. While we have shown that interprofessional training has been beneficial in this instance, we are unable to show if this is definitively better than the more common profession-specific training. Previous research has shown that the voice of doctors can be dominant even if individuals are aware of this, which has the potential to be detrimental to the learning of others.

Implications for research and practice

This research has emphasised the potential importance and benefits of team training through in situ simulation which includes all staff members within the GP surgery. The use of in situ simulation was positively received, although did cause apprehension for many participants which may impact on recruitment in future studies. Future research in the form of a feasibility study will need to explore whether in situ simulation is as well-received in smaller centres and consider whether improvements in teamwork would only apply to these teams, or also different teams, given changes in staff.

CONCLUSION

Primary care staff members were given the opportunity to experience participating in the care/management of an acutely ill patient in a safe environment. From this, they were able to suggest changes in their workplace (such as increasing all-staff familiarity with on-site equipment) and this should benefit their performance, and as such the care of the patient, should they be faced with such an emergency in the future. Strengths identified in the debrief session can be highlighted and good practice can be shared with colleagues. The use of actors and fully involving both clinical and non-clinical members of staff builds upon previous research to form a fuller understanding of how in situ simulation can benefit both the primary care workforce and patients.
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